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LESSON 5. 

INTERESTING SOUND TRAJECTORIES. 

 
5.1 Harmony   The added 6th chord. 
In describing chords we have previously noted the relationship of an individual pitch to a root. 
We say that a note is a 3rd, a 5th or a 7th away from the fundamental note. Therefore to 
construct an added sixth chord, we start with the major chard and add to it a note which is a 6th 
from the root. See Ex.1 for a complete list. Note that this is the first chard we have met which is 
NOT BUILT BY ADDING THIRDS. 

Since there are 4 notes in the chord there will be 4 close positions or inversions.      

For the time being we shall use the 6th chord on I and IV of the scale only. The general 
terminology will be 16 and IV6. In the key of C, the chords will be C6 and F6. 
You should note the AURAL EFFECT of 6th chords. A certain VAGUENESS occurs when the 
notes are sounded together, with a fairly high density, but the sound has a DEFINITE 
RESEMBLANCE to the triad on which it is built, and the 6th is an often used note of the major 
scale. 

 

5.2 Chord Progressions  Basic patterns, 'they all go the same old way'. 

No new progressions are presented in this lesson but C6 and F6 can be used in place of the C 
and F triads, that is, as SUBSTITUTES. See Ex.2. 

We should now note an important principle. Chords may be embellished and substituted to add 
INTEREST and avoid MONOTONY but the basic pattern of chard movement to and from the 
sound centre and the basic tendency to move down a 5th remain fundamental. 

Bearing this in mind it becomes important to ANALYSE the chord progressions of songs to 
establish the BASIC PATTERN. Progressions which are full of substitutes and look 
'complicated' will almost invariably be found to be developments of the basics. 

The basic pattern will be found to be various permutations and various timings of movements 
down to the subdominant a fifth below or movements up to the dominant followed by resolutions 
back to the tonic. Bear in mind that the movement 'down' to the subdominant will often manifest 
itself as note movement UP. In C, the E goes to F and the G goes to A as suggested in 1.5. 
Similarly the movement 'up' to the dominant will involve note movements DOWN as E goes to D 
and C goes to B. These fundamental 'swings' of harmony will easily be found in your songs if 
you simplify the progression by ignoring substitutions and 'passing chords' and remember you 
can jump to the dominant's dominant as an added bonus! See 2.1. We will  be pursuing more 
variations on this basic pattern as the course progresses; particularly jumping to the dominant's 
dominant's dominant!! See lesson 8.2. 

These BASIC patterns are important for the improviser because it is almost impossible to 
memorise complex progressions and yet the improviser must know his whereabouts in the song 
if he is to avoid –  

 dissonant note clashes 

 'GETTING LOST'. 

Losing your way in a song is a very common initial problem for improvisers. How can we 
avoid it? Here are a few tips –  

  NEVER try to count bars, you have no chance! 

 develop the rhythmic 'time FEEL' for the four bar sections as outlined in the last lesson 

 establish the structure of the song. This will usually be 8, 16 or 32 bar popular song 
format or a 12 bar blues. The structures could have introductions, link sections and tags 
or an added 4 bar section but the patterns of these songs are usually similar. They tend 
to be structured around four bar sections as we saw in lesson 2.3. Thus, a good way to 
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start analysis is to look for the EXCEPTIONS, what makes this song dilferent7 

 establish the BASIC chord sequence, remember 'they all go the same sort of way' so the 
trick is to learn the way they go! This course is all about learning how the progressions 
go, they follow the same basic principles. Remember your improvisation will be following 
the same pattern as the chords, you will be establishing a sound centre, moving away 
from it, and then returning back to it. Establish WHERE these basic movements occur, 
establish the basic 'harmonic rhythm'. See 2.2. 

 look for the important CADENCES which conclude the 4 and 8 bar sections. Remember 
progressions are like a journey to a cadence point. See 2.1. Make familiarity with these 
cadences your first TARGET. 

 IGNORE any fast changes of less than, at least, the half bar, you will never play them 
anyway! ignore all substitutes and passing chords which don't affect the basic sound. 

 we should stress that although you need to know the key and the sound of the tonic, or 
'home base', do remember that the sound changes (the key changes) within the song. 
Thus the sequence of the chords is far more relevant than the key signature. 

In summary, it is the progressions of the chords and the 'four bar time feel' which will eventually 
guide you through the song. Thus, you need to analyse the chord progression and simplify it 
into the basic sound, establishing where the sound changes as the chord changes. This then 
becomes a 'landmark' which eventually you will recognise. See lessons 2 and 3.1. 

All this sounds like a 'cap out' - we seem to be saying 'don't worry you wilt learn how to avoid 
getting lost by experience'! Although this is perfectly true we do want to stress the importance of 
STUDYING the song structure and chord progression and PRACTISING those 'four bar time 
feels'. We have said that it is perfectly possible to learn to improvise by 'ear alone' but it does 
make life incredibly difficult. The songs you will be playing do follow a pattern, learn the patterns 
and you have learned thousands of songs. See 5.5 below. 

Now we must alert you to the fact that –  

ALL THE MOST INTERESTLNG SONGS BREAK THE RULES! 

Don't panic! As we suggested above the way to handle this problem is to learn the 
EXCEPTIONS. Memorising the differences is a lot easier than memorising the totality. 

 

5.3 Melody    Experiments & analysis. 

Ex.3. shows the arpeggiated versions of the 6th chord. Many new patterns now become 
available in melodic work and Ex.4 to 11 are typical examples. 

Remember to memorise these exercises as a preliminary to their use as improvised material. 

The patterns in Ex.3 should also be transposed onto all the chords shown in Ex.1. 

In addition to memorising and transposing the exercises, which has been mentioned repeatedly, 
practice should always involve EXPERIMENTS. Remember lesson 3.6 and the importance of 
initiative. For example, with these exercises try experimenting with –  

 staccato and legato phrasing. Various combinations of smooth and attacked phrasing 
should be tried. The same notes can produce entirely different effects, The choice of 
staccato or legato phrasing provides additional grist for the mill. 

 accents. Try various forms of accentuation. With the distribution of a chord in 4 eighth 
notes, accent the quavers in turn and listen to the effect. Try different combinations of 
accents. 

 speed. Listen to the effect of different speeds. Too slow and all sense of swing and 
motion can be lost. Too fast and the piece can become devoid of all rhythmic feel. 
However, the exercises should never be played faster than current technique allows. In 
general, exercises should be commenced quite slowly, gradually working up to double 
tempo versions. See Ex.12. Then choose the tempo which gives the piece the best swing 
or feel. 
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 swing. Above all experiment with the TIMING of the notes to get a better 'swing'. It is very 
difficult to appreciate swing when you are practising alone. The best advice is to work 
with a metronome and tape your efforts so that you can critically listen to the effect and 
subsequently experiment with different timings. 

At this stage, a full ANALYSIS should be made of all exercises and experiments, using Ex.13 as 
a model. The purpose of this is to draw attention to the various processes, 'rules' and principles 
involved so that they become prominent in the consciousness. Refer back to 2.4, 3.4 and 4.5, 

 

5.4 Rhythm    Staying off the heat & phrase continuity. 

More bar patterns are shown in Ex.14. 

These exercises introduce you to rhythms which 'stay off the beat' as a succession of off beat 
notes are presented. The easy syncopation we met in lessons 3 and 4 where the beat returned 
'home' immediately after the syncopation is now extended into further off beat patterns, thus 
prolonging the tension and creating a different effect. Analyse these patterns and look for the 
repeated off beats or 'bahs'. We have marked some of them for you. Don't forget the off beats 
are attacked notes which are hit with the foot off the floor at the top of its movement. 

Get used to the 'feel' of these rhythms. They should be studied, memorised and practised in the 
way we outlined in the last lesson 4.4. 

Remember the rhythmic components we need to manipulate will only become dominant in your 
memory through conscious attention, and constant practice.  

As suggested previously, PHRASE BULLDING involves arranging rhythmic patterns or 
continuities, to form phrases by repetition or combining, recombining or displacement of these 
and similar bar patterns. When you improvise you will be recreating SOUND PATTERNS from 
material embedded in your memory. You will 'hear' the overall pattern of sound, not the 
individual notes. In the same way the sight reader, when reading music, recognises familiar 
SHAPES of groups of notes and not the individual notes. 

Phrase building whether simple or complex, whether by repetition, combination, recombination 
or displacement must result in CONTINUITY. Throughout this course we have used the word 
'continuity' to describe improvised melodies and we think it is a MEANINGFUL WORD. When 
playing melodies in the rhythmic jazz idiom, FORWARD MOMENTUM is essential if the rhythms 
are going to swing. Jerky discontinuities will destroy swing and rhythmic impetus. 

When phrase building you should attempt to – 

LAUNCH INTO A 4 BAR TRAJECTORY!! 

This descriptive phrase should sum up the focus of your efforts, it involves thinking ahead and 
avoiding discontinuities in melody when chords change. Try to think of 4 bar phrases as a 
smooth flight to a cadence. The sign of a good developing jazz improviser is one who makes 
the 'changes' during the 'journey' sound smooth and natural. This will not be easy initially 
because as we play we will be 'looking' for the chord changes and consciously moving to a 
different combination of finger patterns and notes, however with time and practice and by 
employing the smooth note changes outlined in lesson 1.5, our fluency and FLOW OF 
UNINTERRUPTED MELODY should improve. 

Continuity is about achieving a natural rhythm and swing. We strongly believe that this essential 
rhythm and swing is extremely difficult if not impossible to learn and practice in isolation on your 
own. We mentioned in lesson 2 the importance of practice with a metronome, we now stress the 
importance of practising with a rhythm section. This is not only to keep TIME and hear chord 
CHANGES but also because of the essential characteristic of SWING which is the 'juxtaposition' 
of rhythmic lines. A firm satisfying foundation is essential to support ail improvised melody lines. 
We suggest that jazz swing is the result of superimposing rhythmic complexity over a basic 
ground beat. 

You cannot launch into a swinging melodic trajectory without a groundbeat benchmark! 

See later in lesson 11.4. 
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We have already mentioned the problem of consistent time keeping when playing by yourself 
but there is also another potential pitfall we mentioned in lesson 4.2. This is the temptation to 
play too many notes. Without a rhythm section you will tend to keep playing 'to keep the beat 
going', but the art of relaxed swing is to place notes in the right place and when you are learning 
this is best done by not rushing, by silences or rests, which can be just as effective as notes - if 
they are in the right place! 

After 1918 early jazzmen learned by 'playing along' with records. This is an excellent way of 
progressing providing the problems of tuning can be overcome. Recordings and record players 
do not always play at a consistent speed and therefore pitch. A further problem when playing 
with records is 'space'. it is likely that your own playing will clash with instrumentalists on the 
record. 

Luckily there, are ways round these problems. Special practice accompaniment records can be 
purchased or tapes of backing instruments can be made. The tape recorder is a boon for 
practice. But best of all you can practice with others. 

Whichever way you choose to practice remember that jazz is a COLLECTIVE music, individual 
contributions are often meaningless without the context of the group. See 5.6. below. It can be 
argued that these remarks don't apply to the pianist who can provide his own rhythm section, 
but even for the piano it is easy to loose timing and swing when playing in isolation.  

 

5.5 Memory    Pattern recognition. 

Lessons 2.4, 3.4 and 4.5 covered the establishing of patterns in the brain. But after all the hard 
work and practice no doubt you will worry about whether you will actually REMEMBER when 
you came to perform! Is it really subconscious? This is a big concern for most of us, we have 
learned the vocabulary, the grammar and the idioms but how do you remember them!? Is mere 
repetition the only requirement for successful memorising? 

The answer is that we can in fact 'help' our subconscious 'memory'. All honest jazzmen will tell 
you that there are some days when their subconscious does not produce the goods and they all 
must have something to fall back on. They do in fact fall back on their memory but even here 
careful study can help. 

Learning such a mass of material 'parrot like' is undoubtedly the hard way! This course hopes to 
alleviate the burden on memory by making you conscious of the 'rules' which underpin the 
'correct' sounds. 

The leaning process involves ESTABLISHING patterns in the brain. Memory is very much 
connected with the RECOGNITION of those previously experienced patterns. 

Music is not a random process, but neither is it predictably orderly. However, it does have 

patterns which can be recognised. 

Take the following series of numbers –  

 2 5 3 7 4 9 5 11 6 13 7 15 8 17 9 19 10 21 11 23 12 25 13 27 

The memorising of this number series would be very difficult if no relationship existed between 
the numbers. However, when we spot that the series splits into 2 sets, each of which has its 
own pattern of increase, it is very easy to commit to memory. 

Alternate numbers. Set 1 increases by 1 –  

 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

 Set 2 increases by 2 –  

 5 7 9 1113 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 

If we now remember that the starting point of set 1 is 2 and the starting point of set 2 is 5, and 
that the series makes 12 changes, we could reproduce the set at any time. We could also 
CONTINUE the set, or MAKE UP OTHERS by using the same principles. 

Let us take Ex.8 of this lesson and subject it to the same kind of analysis –  
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 pitch – a series of adjacent inversions of the chord with an appoggiatura before each 
inversion 

 time – a continuous succession of quavers with 1 long note at the end.  

It is not difficult for us to see that this method of memorising is much more efficient than the 
alternative of trying to commit to memory a series of individual notes. You should note that we 
are using similar principles in the construction of the material for this course –  

 harmony  is memorised in terms of PROGRESSION 'rules'  

 melody  is memorised in terms of CHORDS and their inversions,   
   DECORATED by various unessential notes, which again conform to 
   'rules'. 

 rhythm  is memorised in terms of 'typical' BAR PATTERNS 

Thus, another important principle emerges –  

ONCE THE RULES ARE UNDERSTOOD YOU WILL BE AMAZED AT THE AMOUNT OF 
MATERIAL THAT CAN BE MEMORISED. 

This is the real advantage of learning improvisation by the methods outlined here. As we have 
said, no doubt you could progress purely by 'ear' but the task and memory requirements are 
enormous. Assimilate the 'rules' and 'patterns' and vast quantities of material will fall into place 
and be available for recall. 

You have no trouble recognising hundreds of faces of people you know why should you have 
trouble remembering hundreds of songs? 

Thus when you are improvising think –  

PICTURES, SHAPES, IMAGES, VISUALISATIONS, ARRANGEMENTS, DIAGRAMS, PLANS, 
SKETCHES … …  

Anything to help form a – 

MENTAL PATTERN 

 

Ex.15 and 16 are two more examples of 8 bar continuities for practice of co-ordination of 
rhythm, harmony and melody. They include the progression and chord decoration 'rules' that we 
have discussed and are set to a syncopated rhythmic continuity. 

 

5.6 Playing Together  Have a go. 

However enthusiastic you are your progress will improve rapidly if you play with other people. In 
the same way as attempting free improvisation it is never too early to start playing with others. 
We have already mentioned that jazz is a collective music and that you will learn from your 
colleagues and you will also have more fun. 

The first thing to note about playing with others is that it is MORE DIFFICULT than playing on 
your own! However familiar you think you are with the material to be played you will be 
surprised by the playing of others. Others will have DIFFERENT approaches to timing, rhythm 
and 'interpretation' or 'mood'. Thus, it is important that your own pre session practice should be 
thorough so that you are not preoccupied with finding the chord sequence or melody notes and 
you are free to concentrate on the new issues which will only arise when you start group 
playing, 

Once you have smoothed out the tempo and interpretation differences the target of your effort 
should be to establish a COMPLEMENTARY contribution. Remember this is an improvisation 
course so we are not concerned with written parts. Think of your playing as one part in a part 
playing 'round'; think of playing a HORIZONTAL SEBUENCE which is rhythmically interesting 
which when COMBINED with the others produces a VERTICAL HARMONY consistent with the 
chord sequence of the song. You, collectively, are trying to produce a COHESIVE total sound 
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so you must play the 'right' notes at the right time. You must play within the RULES of the idiom. 

'Complementary' contributions are produced essentially by 'balanced' playing of independent 
melodic lines over the same chord sequence with each instrument contributing a 'counterpoint' 
or 'contrary motion' part. Apart from expertly dodging 'bum notes', clashes are avoided by 
playing –  

 in different registers, traditionally the trumpet will play in the middle, the clarinet               
in the higher register and the trombone in the bass 

 different note lengths, this can be achieved by the trumpet playing quarter notes               
the clarinet eighth and the trombone half notes  

 at different times, this is usually a case of 'leads' and 'fill ins' or 'calls' and 'responses'. 

The TRADITIONAL instrumental roles can be summarised at; follows –  

 the lead comet or trumpet plays a syncopated pulse, essentially pentatonic trajectories, 
tonguing the up beat and 'kicking' the quavers! See Ex.l7. 

 the clarinet plays a 'weaving' melody, with plenty of fills, arpeggios, passing notes and 
appoggiaturas. See Ex.18. 

 the trombone emphasises the harmonic 'changes' and also plays 'fills'. See               
Ex.19. note the trombone part is usually written on the bass clef. 

 the rhythm section establishes the ground beat, a basic 'four to the bar' sometimes with 
'riffs', or repeated rhythmic patterns, which are constantly 'broken up' by the lead 
instruments 

 the piano plays the chords and accompanies the melody often by syncopated 'comping', 
with the chords broken up in a variety of voicings and complementary rhythms 

 the banjo plays 'four to the bar' chords, down strums on the beat, up strums off the beat 
and other rhythmic subtleties, again the impression is of an underlying basic pulse with a 
superimposed variation  

 the bass plays an ostinato ‘four to the bar' continuity, 'walking' figures provide timing, 
notes emphasising the chord sequence and continuity which keeps the forward 
momentum going. See Ex.20. 

 the drums provide time keeping and 'ride' rhythm variations; these rhythms not only help 
to keep time but also break up the four to the bar regularity and 'propel' the performance, 
contributing to the jazz feeling and swing. However the vital role of the drummer is to lay 
down the GROUND BEAT against which the other instruments play. Ex.21. shows some 
typical ride rhythms. We will discuss drumming again in later lessons. 

These traditional roles have developed continuously over the last century as jazz has evolved 
into more complex forms, although many of the basics remain the same. A significant 
development followed an increase in the size of bands. 'Collective' improvisation is difficult once 
there are more than three instruments in the front line and written arrangements for instrument 
'sections' becomes necessary. See lesson 7.6 and the jazz tradition. 

Whatever approach is adopted for the sharing of roles the golden rule is to avoid any tendency 
to 'stereotype' or 'mechanical’ playing. You must never 'take turns' or stick to any established 
pattern, jazz must sound NATURAL and SPONTANEOUS. 

After inhibition and lack of confidence we suggest the most common failure when first 
attempting group playing is a tendency to be SELFISH. The objective is not to show off your 
latest wizardry on your instrument, it is an opportunity to make the playing of others sound 
better. 

But what is the best way of proceeding? 

Here is a suggested check list –  

 if you are all of a similar ability so much the better for 'harmony' and fun but someone has 
to ensure a reasonable discipline! 
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 discipline involves not only the obvious about deciding what is to be played, for how long, 
in what key, at what tempo and with what structure of song form, breaks and soloists, but 
also about when to stop and 'sort out' as against when it is more fruitful to continue the 
flow  

 the group should acquire or assemble 'LEAD SHEETS' for the songs they play thus 
ensuring everyone is 'singing from the same' 

 unless there is a specific reason, the compass of a singer is the most obvious, always 
play in the 'WRITTEN' key, and always play to the 'written' chord sequence. This is not so 
much out of 'courtesy' to the composer but also helpful in that everyone practices the 
same way and 'sitting in' with others is easier 

 before starting the Bb and Eb instrumentalist must ensure they have TRANSPOSED all 
lead sheets into their keys 

 TUNE UP before you start 

 it is almost impossible to start playing in a group without a TIMEKEEPER. This is 
normally the drummer, but in small groups it could be the banjo or guitar player, or less 
satisfactorily the piano or keyboard players left hand 

 the banjo and, particularly, the piano player must 'lay down' the CHORD SEQUENCE. 
This should be quite forthright initially, it is vital for everyone to hear the chords 

 a LEAD player is also appropriate to establish the tempo and delineate the melody. This 
role is usually assigned to a trumpet 

 start with SIMPLE songs, don't try to run before you can walk, 12 bar blues and three 
chord spirituals? 

 choose keys and tempos that are MANAGEABLE but do not hold back from experiment 

 playing ONE SONG for an hour is better than one every 5 minutes, you must try to work 
out the bugs as you go along, don't expect to be flawless throughout 

 playing one note in the RIGHT PLACE is the target don't worry about silences. In fact 
deliberately try to leave plenty of gaps which will encourage the others to ‘fill in’ 

 introductions and endings have to be organised, somebody must COUNT IN or play and 
intro. and endings have to be AGREED, endings are undoubtedly the most difficult 

 the most common problems to start with are POOR TIME KEEPING and GETTING 
LOST, expect them. In the case of a group, playing with a metronome is useless; it can't 
be heard, it confuses and gets in the way, exactly the reverse of when you are playing on 
your own. You must rely on your appointed timekeeper. When you get lost stop and 
listen to the others, don't be selfish and assume that it is the others that are wrong or that 
they will join you! 

 listen to the others and TRY to avoid clashes 

 avoid all criticism and INHIBITION, go for it! 

Remember you are trying to create interesting sound trajectories as COMPLEMENTS, it is the 
COLLECTIVE sound that is important. 

 

5.7 Written Work. 

Write an 8 bar continuity of melody, harmony and rhythm based on the material supplied up to 
lesson 5. 

Do a complete breakdown of all of the three musical components. 

NB. Don't get DISHEARTENED! Most students try to move ahead too quickly. While we 
applaud enthusiasm we must point out that progress depends on accumulating steadily. There 
are two elements in this last lesson, 'getting lost' and attempting to 'launch into an interesting 
sound trajectory', WITHOUT CLASHING WITH OTHERS, which will almost certainly cause you 
some frustration. DON'T WORRY the more you work the better will be your 'bearings' and your 
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'continuities'. 
 

John p birchall 
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